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Introduction 

This research was initiated at the beginning of the nineties, as an explorative study of the 
material. A first report was published in the Bulletin of the Metals Museum, Sendai, Japan 
(Giumlia-Mair 1996) and two short discussions on some aspects ofthe research were presented 
in 1996 at the 13th Bronze Conference at Cambridge Massachussets (in publ.), as an appendix 
to the papers given by Dr Ljudmila Plesnicar Gec (in publ.) and Mag. lrena Sivec (in publ.), 
Mestni Muzej Ljubljana. 

This paper presents now the complete study for the first time. 

A choice of Roman copper-based objects from Ljubljana, now in the Mestni Muzej (Municipal 
Museum) have been sampled and analysed. The objects come from various excavations carried 
out in the last decades in the area ofthe ancient Roman town Emona and are dated to the period 
between the 1st c. BC and the 5th c. AD (Piesnicar Gec 1972; 1983; 1992; 1996 with further 
bibliography; 2000; Sivec 1992; 1996; 1998; 2000 andin publ.). The earlier finds seem to 
indicate mining activities in the region and the presence of metalworkers and organized 
workshops in the Settlements (Giumlia-Mair 1995, 1998 band c). 

The stylistic characteristics of the autochthonaus production arestill clearly recognizable in 
various artifacts of the Roman period and suggest a continuity of the metallurgical activities 
in the area. Some of the ceramic finds also show Emona's close links to the Northern Italic 
trading centers, which were undoubtedly due to the presence of civilian colonists from the Po 
region in the town (Plesnicar Gec 1990; 2000; Sivec 2000). Particularly in the meta! objects 
there are also strong Celtic influences, which testify a long trading tradition with the markets 
of the Noricum province through the Alpine valleys. 

The aim of the study of the copper-based objects from the site was in the first place to deepen 
our knowledge of the range of alloys employed in Roman times and the development of 
metallurgical techniques . Most of the analyses of Roman copper-based material have been 
carried out on objects belanging to museurn collections, which were mainly of various and 
unknown provenance. Therefore we have a general knowledge ofthe alloys in use in the whole 
area of the Roman Empire, but, as only very few local projects have been carried out, we are 
still uninformed about the development of metallurgy in the different regions. Up to now, no 
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analyses of Roman material from Slovenia had been carried out and nothing was known on 
local metallurgical techniques during this period. 

This research seeked to explore the differences between the composition of local and imported 
objects and to compare the data with those available from other regions. Another important 
topic was the question oftheusage of brass in this area and the study of the relationsship 
between object, material, cultural area and techniques. In particular, the skill ofthe local smiths 
was examined and the techniques employed for the production of local artifacts were compared 
with those of imported objects. Alloys, trace elements and techniques of objects of local pro
duction were also examined with the purpose of identifying common features, which could cha
racterize regional habits and autochthonaus technical traditions. When compared with the data 
of analyses of earlier objects from this area, they also give some insight into the ores locally 
exploited. The possible influence of the strong presence of Roman Iegions on the local 
metallurgy has also been taken into consideration and evaluated, particularly in the case ofbrass. 

The intense trading Connections in the Roman period, the many meta! sources, the many similar 
ores of different provenance, the recycling of scrap meta! and the usage and trade of the same 
alloys for many centuries do not allow the provenancing of the copper or a precise dating of 
the pieces based on their composition. Most ofthe analysed objects come from detritus without 
stratigraphy (Plesnicar-Gec 1992) and their dating can only be attempted on the basis of our 
knowledge of stylistic features and usage of alloys in Roman times. However, in some cases, 
the results of the analysis reduced the dating error and allowed a better evaluation of the 
stylistic features of the pieces. 

This study has shown in general that different alloys were employed for different classes of 
objects. The metals used for objects of different types, (for example, statuettes, personal 
decorative objects, utensils and everyday minor metalwork) were of different composition and 
different quality. Various techniques were employed for the production of the examined 
objects. Local metallurgical traditions are still recognizable in Roman times, for example in 
some statuettes and personal objects. 

The analysis 

The objects choosen for sampling cover the different kinds of manufacturing techniques and 
as many classes of objects as possible. The samples were taken with a portable jeweller drill 
with 0.8 mm size drill bits of hardened steel. The bits penetrated into the objects about 2 to 
8 mm depending on the size of the object, and extracted about 3 to I 0 mg of clean meta!. 
Drillings from corroded layers were discarded to avoid the contamination of the samples. 
Objects with corrosion problems were sampled only in exceptional cases, ifthey were unique 
or seemed to be of particular interest. These samples were carefully cleaned under the 
microscope to eliminate as many corrosion products as possible. In these cases, however, the 
analysis has tobe considered only as semiquantitative. 

The results given in the tables have a precision of approximately +I- 1-2% for Cu,+ I- 5% 
for elements present at Ievels greater than l %, but deteriorating to +I- SO% at the detection 
Iimits for each element. It has tobe noted that error tests carried out on the results have shown 
that the arsenic percentages should be considered as semiquantitative because of interference 
problems. The quoted standard deviation is about 1%. 
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The weighing, the dissolution and the actual analysis were carried out in the Metallurgy 
Labaratory ofthe Department ofMaterial Engineering, University ofTrento, Italy, on an ARL 
inductively coupled Plasma spectrometry machine (TCP) (see below Di Corrado with tables 
of results.) 

Discussion of results 

Up to now, only a few studies (Craddock 1985; 1988 andin publ.; Riederer 1995 andin publ.) 
have dealt in general with the range of alloys employed in Roman times (cfr. also Giumlia
Mair 1993; 2000). Our knowledge is still fragmentary, mostly based on the analyses of objects 
of better quality belanging to museum collections or on the analyses of single classes of items, 
such as vessels (Boersted & Hoekstra 1966; Castoldi & Storti 1992; Giumlia-Mair in publ. d) , 
lamps (Hook & Craddock 1998), casket fittings (Kemkes 1991 , 379-380), statuettes (Riederer 
1984; Antonacci Sanpaolo et al. 1992; 1993) or fibulae (Rovira-Llorens 1990; 1992; Riederer 
1993; Riederer & Cocis, 2000). Only very few studies have dealt with minor objects of 
everyday use (Riederer & Briese 1972; Riederer 1974), of which in general very littleis known. 
Even in the field of ancient statuary, Roman examples are less weil studied than Greek (cfr. 
for example Fiorentino, Marabelli & Micheli 1984; Carruba, Formigli & Micheli 1988; 
Formigli Gabrielli & Sannibale 1990; Formigli 1995; Riederer 1995, 205 ; 1999; Pecchioli 
1999; Giumlia-Mair 1999 and in publ.) . 

Some important papers have dealt with the introduction ofbrass (Craddock 1978; Bayley 1984; 
1990; Furger & Riederer 1995; Riederer 1995), while the few regional studies on local material 
(Boersted & Hoekstra 1966; Picon et al. 1966; 1967; 1968, Zadoks-Josephus Jitta et al. 1967; 
1969; Condamin & Baueher 1973; Beck et al. 1985, Rabeisen & Menu 1985, Riederer 1993 ; 
Simion 1995) have evidenced ditferences in the alloys and techniques employed in the diffe
rent regions ofthe Roman Empire, in particular in the use ofbrass. This alloy became common 
in the whole Empire in the first century AD, after the introduction of brass dupondii in the 
Roman coinage system by Augustus (Craddock et al. 1985). However, while it seems that in 
some areas brass was used only for small decorative metalwork (Condamin & Baueher 1973; 
Bayley 1990) the analyses carried out on Gaulish material (Zadoks-Josephus Jitta et al. 1967; 
1969; Beck et al. 1985; Rabeisen & Menu 1985) seem to indicate a much wider use of brass 
in this province. 

Local projects like this on the material from Emona are therefore particularly important to 
determine the variation in the use of copper-based alloys for the different classes of objects 
in the regions of the Roman Empire. 

It would also be of great importance to estabilish to which extent the autochthonaus traditions 
and the new techniques and alloys introduced by the metalworkers, which came with the 
Iegions , intermingled and interacted in different territories . 

Vessels 

Several vessels of different shape and manufacture have been analysed. The composition varies 
depending on the size, the shape and the construction. 

The objects N. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14 and 15 are parts of vessels made of leaded bronze, mainly 
handles or Iids of small vessels with a trefoil shaped or elongated and spouted mouth. They 
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are all cast and contain various amounts of Iead ( range 3.13 % - 20.8%, average 8, 71%) and 
tin (range 4.45%- 10,33 %, average 7.33 %). The handles contain less Iead than the Iids, 
probably because some amount of finishing by hammering had to be carried out on most of 
them. The Iids contain up to around 21% oflead and are all heavy and thick cast pieces, which 
have been only polished after the extraction from the matrix as there was no necessity of 
hammering them. 

Only two ofthe sampled objects were ofbronze (N. 16, inv.1007 and N. 114, inv.1878a) with 
respectively 7.68% and 6.35% oftin with only traces oflead. N. 16 is a relatively thin wrought 
handle with decorative details and N. 114 a wrought "spiral handle". Both have been shaped 
and thinned by hammering and show cold worked incisions. The addition of Iead would have 
hindered the shaping of the heavily hammered pieces. 

Two ofthe analysed simpula (N. 2, inv. G 2021 and N. 3, inv. G 1168) have a heavily leaded 
bronze cup with 11.8% of tin and 9.05% of Iead and 14% of tin and 11.7% oflead respectively. 
Both handles are wrought and relatively thin and have been repaired and fixed with rivets. The 
rounded and convex end of the handles show respectively one and five drilled holes, which 
were thought for hanging the !adle, but also had a decorative function. Only the handle (N. 4) 
belanging to inv. G 1168 has been sampled and found tobe of a bronze with 8.62% of tin. This 
kind of alloy is malleable and hard. The two ladles have been carefully polished and show a 
cast decoration along the rim and chased lines on the cup. The simpula of various shapes 
analysed by Boersted and Hoekstra (1966) have similar compositions with relatively high tin 
contents ( except for one example of unalloyed copper) and with variable Iead contents. Around 
50% did not contain Iead, but this might be due to the fact that they were produced by 
hammering. Unfortunately no information on the technique has been given and from the 
description and the drawings of the pieces it is not apparent how they were made. 

The superb strainer N. 5-6 is constructed in two parts. One is the proper sieve of drilled sheet, 
which is almost completely lost. The remains of it suggest that it presumably had a decorative 
geometric hole-pattern in the bottom, as was often the case in Roman times. The copper 
employed for the bronze sheet has been carefully purified and contains 10.27% of tin. For the 
separately worked handle the craftsman added 3.67% oflead to the alloy to facilitate the casting 
and reproduce the finely designed details: an Ammon-Serapis head, pairnettes and ibises. 
Details like the eyes of the Ammon-Serapis and the ibises or the beaded decoration have been 
inlaid with silver. The strainers analysed by Boersted and Hoekstra (1966) had a very regular 
composition with an average of around 10% of tin and no Iead. This kind of alloy can be 
hammered and is suitable for the raised shapes of the strainers and for drilling. However no 
such examples of strainers are known up to now, while examples of pans with similar shape 
and similar decorations arerather common (Petrovszky pers. comm.). It is possible that this 
vessel was originally a pan and was later transformed into a strainer by drilling holes into its 
bottom. 

Among the brass objects, only the heavy cast vessel N. 17-19 with the wild beasts relief 
contains Iead. The three samples taken from the mouth, wall and bottom of the piece show 
slightly different Iead contents, but this is clearly due only to the segregation phenomenon of 
the Iead in the alloy. The vessel- perhaps an incense pot- had been found broken in three pieces. 
There were some doubts if they all belonged to th~ original object or if the vessel had been 
restored in antiquity. The reason of the doubts was the peculiar shape of the mouth, which, after 
restauration, is connected to the body only with broad bands and seemed tobe too small for 
the body. The analysis has shown that the composition is the same for all three parts (except 
for the already mentioned slight differences in the Iead content). The fact that the meta! is 
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Fig.l: Cast vessel 17, Inv. N. 5971 , with beasts reliefs around the body. The pot had been 
sty1istically dated into the Hellenistic period. The analysis has shown that the right date must 
be 4th - 5th c. A.D. Coppery-red wire inlays (not analysed) on mouth and foot, woven band 
decoration on foot. Mouth-body connections are new. (Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 

leaded brass and the style of the relief allows us to date the piece to the 4th-5th c. AD and 
excludes the possibility of a dating to the Hellenistic period as it has been suggested before. 
It should also be mentioned that some scrap meta) has been found next to this vessel , thus 
suggesting the existence of a workshop on the site. 

The remaining parts of vessels, which have been analysed are of brass without noticeable Iead. 

The sample N. 10 was taken from a thin handle, which probably belonged to a small bucket 
(inv.2020). The ends of the handle are decorated with ornamental grooves and were inserted 
into loop-attachments, made of the same alloy. The alloy used for the handle contains 14.3% 
Zn, while the rivet which fixed one ofthe attachments to the wall ofthe vessel is of almostpure 
copper with only around 2% of zinc. The very similar trace elements found in the handle, the 
attachment and the rivet suggest that the same batch of copper has been used for all three pieces 
and that only by chance, by mixing scrap, a little amount ofbrass has been added to the copper 
used for the rivets. 

The analysis of the object N. 71 inv. 292- most probably the handle of a small vessel or of a 
casket with simple attachments made of a strip of meta)- has shown that the handle (N. 71) 
is of brass with 21,31% of zinc, while the attachment (N. 72) is of almostpure copper. Other 
analyses (for examp1e Giumlia-Mair 1988; 1992; 1995, 1998 b, c and d), showed that the meta) 
used for small functional partssuch as rivets, attachments and other mechanical joins is very 
often unalloyed copper. The reason for this isthat copper is easy to work, eheaper than bronze 
or brass , more corrosion resistant than iron and becomes very hard when hammered. 

Analyses of Roman vessels (Boersted & Hoekstra 1966, Laurenze & Riederer 1980; Riederer 
& Briese 1972; Nieweglowski 1995; Riederer 1995, 212; Lund Hansen & Bollingberg 1995) 
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have shown that brass, leaded brass and quaternary alloys were only seldom employed for this 
type of items. The buckets , bowls and basins seem tobe the exception, as many of them 
contained high zinc percentages. The analyses of the vessels from Emona confirm this 
tendency: the only vessels or parts of vessels containing zinc were the elaborated late Roman 
"incense pot" N. 17-19 and the hand1es, which most likely belonged to buckets and basins. 
This raises the question, if brass was employed in more regions of the Empire for this kind of 
vesse1s and if they were perhaps imported from the North-West area, where the zinc ores were 
extracted. The relatively high content of zinc ( up to 21%) of some of the bucket handles found 
at Emona seems to indicate the use of freshly produced brass and suggests that the vessels were 
imported from the zinc mining area and not produced elsewhere by recycling state monopoly 
brasses. However this question can be satisfactorily solved only by analysing more examples 
of basins and buckets from other areas of the Roman Empire. 

In late Romantimesand in the early Middle Ages quaternary alloys- probably resulting from 
the recycling of scrap meta!- also became more common for other vessel shapes ( cfr. N. 17-
19; histogram N. 6 and Castoldi & Storti 1992; Furger & Riederer 1995). 

Statuettes 

Only six statuettes of small size were avaliable and have been sampled for analysis. Of these, 
all except one, which is of low tin bronze, are of leaded bronze with an average of 7.45% of 
tin (range 2.72 - 11.39% Sn) and an average of around 7% of Iead (range 3.14 - 11.8% Pb) , 
leaving out the Belenus'statuette N. 20, which does not contain Iead. The variation in the Iead 
content is rather high, even without the outlier, but not surprising. The incidence and amount 
of Iead found in Hellenistic and late Etruscan statuettes (Craddock 1977; 1986) is already very 
similar tothat found in the statuettes from Emona. Analyses carried out on statuettes from Gaul 
and the territories around the Rhine Iimes (Picon et al. 1966; 1967; 1968; Condamin & Baueher 
1973; Beck et al. 1985; Rabeisen & Menu 1985) have shown that the locally produced 
statuettes were mostly made of leaded brass (certainly because of the availability of calamine 
in these areas), while imported statuettes found in the same regions and statuettes found in Italy 
and other regions (Riederer 1984; Antonacci Sanpaolo 1992; 1993; Craddock in publ.) have 
shown a clear prevalence of leaded bronze in the composition range. The results of the analyses 
of the statuettes from Emona compare weil with those of the Italian finds. The data seem to 
indicate technical traditions similar to the Italic also in the case of statuettes of clear local 
production. 

The most interesting statuettes in the group from Emona were two almost identical Belenus 
statuettes of certain local production . Although their shape and size are very much the same 
their composition is different. The statuette of Belenus N. 20 (inv. 2087) has been shown to 
be of bronze with only araund 3% of tin and less than 1% of Iead. The rough surface shows 
several casting faults resulting from the use of an alloy with a high viscosity because of its low 
content of tin and Iead. The tangs und er the feet are the remains of the casting sprues, which 
have not been cut off, but adjusted to fix the statuette to a pedestal. The Belenus statuette N. 
21 (inv. PN 830) contains 9.25% oftin and 11,8% oflead. Both are probably votive statuettes 
of a very common local type. The craftsman seems to have used whatever meta! was at hand 
for this sort of object, without bothering much about the quality of the alloy. 

On the contrary the ram N. 24 (inv. M 545) is of good quality and delicate1y worked. The fine 
details have been shaped on the wax model and probably only the curled horns have been 
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slightly cold worked. The bronze - very heavily leaded for such a small object - allows an 
accurate reproduction of all details without the need of much cold work on the meta!. 

Fig. 2: Statuette of a ram. 24, Inv. 545. H: 5.2 cm. Leaded bronze casting, exceptionally finely 
worked for such a tiny object. The detail s were shaped on the wax model , but the horns seem 
tobe cold worked. (Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 

The largest statuette ofthe group (N. 25) is around 15 cm high and represents a naked goddess 
with a diadem. The bronze used for thi s relatively simple shape contains 6.84% of tin and 
5.13% of Iead. The left arm - now missing - was separately cast to avoid an awkward mould 
shape, into which the meta! might not flow completely. The left foot is broken off. The texture 
ofthe fine green patina indicates that the Statuette has been carefully polished after casting and 
that the details ofthe eyes, the mouth, the hair and the diadem have been added by cold working 
with punching and chasing tools. 

Fig. 3: Statuette, running or flying Eros. 22, Inv. N. 2480. Leaded bronze casting with several 
casting faults. Bright metal. Electrolitically stripped and repatinated. (Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 
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Fig. 4: Statuette, Eros with grape in left hand. 23, lnv. M 3070. H: 7.2 cm. Leaded bronze, 
electrolitically stripped and repatinated. (Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 

The statuette of the flying Eros N. 22 (inv. 2480) and the Eros with a bunch of grapes N. 23 
(inv. 3070) were both heavily corroded and have been electrolytically stripped and repatinated. 
The surface shows a distinct and very noticeable corrosion pitting, which should not be 
mistaken for casting faults. The Iead content of both Eros statuettes (around 3% of Iead) is 
slightly lower than that of the statuettes N . 24 and 25 . The flying Eros contains 11 .33% and 
the Eros with the grape 8.50% of tin. 

Fibulae, pins and bracelets 

Small decorative objects of personal use, such as fibulae, pins or bracelets, can be grouped in 
three classes: the first one including bronze objects, the second brass objects and the third 
objects of an alloy containing both tin and zinc. These three sections can also be subdivided 
into two groups, the first of which includes cast objects mostly containing Iead and the second 
wrought objects with only traces of this element. The comparison of the three first classes 
shows a prevalence of objects containing both tin and zinc. There is also a higher incidence 
of wrought pieces. 

The composition of the fibulae and pins is rather irregular. (Cfr. histogram N. I) The Iead 
content depends mainly on the manufacturing technique employed for the various shapes and 
types . As expected, leaded bronze, leaded brass and quaternary alloys containing copper, tin , 
zinc and Iead were employed for cast fibulae, while wrought pieces contain only very little 
amounts oflead (under 1 %). Around 30% ofthe fibulae were made ofbronze and 25 % ofbrass, 
while the rest contained both tin and zinc and , if castings, also Iead. Higher tin percentages 
(around 6%) seem to have been preferred for castings in combination with Iead and with low 
zinc contents (around 2% of Zn) . The wrought pieces containing both tin and zinc showhigh er 
zinc amounts (up to 14%) and only around I% of tin. 

It does not seem that an alloy of particular composition was preferred for one type or shape 
of fibula, except for the use of Iead for cast pieces (because Iead confers better casting 
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Hist. N<!l: The histogram shows the Sn, Zn and Pb content of small decorative metalwork. 
There was no preferred composition, except in the case of some fibula types, mostly worn by 
soldiers, which were regularly made of brass. The frequency of quaternary alloys containing 
Sn, Zn and Pb increases in late imperial time, as a result of scrap meta! recycling. 

properties to the alloy) . This is weil illustrated by the composition of thrcc fibulac with two 
knots of similar size and shape and clearly of regional production. All three pieces do not 
contain lead as deliberate alloying element, but N. 32 (inv. F 1855 oj) contains 1,13% of tin 
and 13,7% of zinc and is therefore made of a malleable ternary alloy with a low tin and a 

Fig. 5: 2 fibulae with 2 knots of similiar size and different composition: the upper one is made 
of a malleable ternary alloy with low tin and high zinc, the Jower one is made of unalloyed 
copper with only traces of tin , lead and zinc. (Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 
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Fig. 6: The third fibula with knots analysed for this project is made of brass, with 9,87% of 
zinc and 0.66% of tin. (Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 

relatively high zinc content. Fibula N. 33 (inv. 3309) is of unalloyed copper with only 0,69% 
of tin , 0,31 % of Iead and 0, II % of zinc. Fibula N. 34 ( inv. G 4596) is of a brass with 0,66% 
of tin and 9,87 of zinc. The Noric-Pannonian fibula with the drilled decoration on the catch
pin N. 28 (inv. F 1432), is sirnilar to the three fibulae previously discussed in shape, size and 
manufacture.Its composition is very similar tothat of N. 34, being of a brass with only 1,04% 
of tin and 10,42% of zinc. Both Noric-Pannonian fibulae analysed by Riederer (l993) were 
of brass with 12.79% and 19.01 % of zinc and no tin or Iead. 

The two analysed Aucissa-type examples N. 26 (inv. AS 1502) and N. 27 (inv. F 694), had to 
be wrought and cold worked tobe decorated and were ofbrass diluted with copper (N. 26 with 
14,3% Zn and N. 27 with 11 ,2% ofZn). The fibula N. 27 is characterized by particularly high 
trace elements (Pb 0,58 %, Ni 0,03 %, Ag I ,77 %, Co 0,22%, Sb 0,72%). Fora detailed 
technical discussion on the construction technique of Aucissa-fibulae see the work of Koscevi c 
(2000; 141-151). 

Only one of the fibulae - N. 31 (inv. 753) with hinge and ribbed decoration (1st c. AD), was 
of extensively hammered and decorated sheet. This piecewas in poor condition: objects 
produced by this technique are more easily attacked by corrosion. This is due to the fact that 
the meta I crystals have been damaged by the extensive hammering. The result is intergranular 
and intragranular corrosion and stress-corrosion cracking. Even if the object has been annealed, 
the slip lines and the twin lines can be outlined by corrosion, making the object more fragile. 
Nevertheless, as this object represented an unique example in the group of artifacts, a sample 
of the meta! has been taken. The presence of internal corrosion is reflected by a low total result 
of the analysis of this object. The alloy employed for this fibula seems to contain only I ,25 % 
oftin , 1,72% ofzinc and 0,92% of Iead , however these percentages should only be considered 
as semiquantitative. The decoration has been punched and chased on the sheet. The high iron 
result is probably only due to the presence of internal corrosion in the meta! of the fibula. 

Also the two fibulae N. 35 and N. 36 with a rounded bow, which have the same shape and size 
and are both tobe dated to the 3rd c. AD, show a different composition: N. 35 (inv. G 3950) 
is of a bronze with 4.44% of tin and 4,13% of Iead, while N. 36 (inv. 2046) is of a quaternary 
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alloy, which contains 6,11% of tin, 7,93 % of zinc and 11,7% of Iead. Both have been tinned 
and still show a partly silvery-whitish surface, which gives the impression that they are made 
of the same material. 

The heavy cast fibula N. 42 (inv. G 4757) of local origin (Zwiebelkopftype) is ofleaded copper 
with only I ,38% of zinc and 4,63 % of Iead and no noticeable tin. lts pin and catch-pin have 
been shaped by hammering and had to be repeatedly annealed. The upper side has been 
decorated with concentric lines by punching and incising. The different construction techniques 
employed for Zwiebelknopffibulae have been discussed by Koscevic (2000). The fibula N. 
39 (inv. M291) with a slinged foot, of a type which came first with the foederati, is wrought 
all in one piece, therefore it could not contain noticeable amounts of Iead: a leaded alloy breaks 
very easily under the hammer. The tin content is rather low (3,46% Sn) and allows extensive 
working of the initial casting. The copper is highly purified and contains only traces of other 
elements, which in higher proportians could have hindered the hammering. 

The fibula N. 43 (inv. 40) is particularly interesting, being a faulty, unfinished casting of a small 
"Knie"-fibula. It is made of bronze with only traces of zinc and Iead. The fact that the piece 
is a faulty casting, still with casting fins on it, suggests that it has been made in Emona, possibly, 
because of the type, in the army workshop. 

The tongs fibulae N. 37, inv. 5669 and N. 38, inv.1968, are cast and were found tobe of a very 
similar alloy with around 5% of tin , 1% of zinc and 3% of Iead. This alloy is relatively cheap 
and has been used for many kinds of simple objects , because of its advantageaus phisical 
properties: zinc desoxidizes the alloy, tin renders it conosion-resistant, both tin and zinc harden 
it and Iead facilitates the casting (cfr. histogram N. 2; 3 and Giumlia-Mair 1993). 

Except for the previously mentioned fibula of almostpure copper N. 33 (inv. 3309) there is 
only one more object of unalloyed copper. This is a very small brooch of Jocal production N. 
44 (inv.4/60). It is made of extremely thin wire, bent to form a decoration of spirals, a bow with 
catch-pin and a pin with small disc-pendants and green beads. The surface is silvery because 
of a Jayer of tinning. The alloy contains only 0,88% of tin, 0,16% of zinc and 0,20% of Iead. 
The silver content (0,25% Ag) is notably higher than average, as it was the case with the fibulae 
N. 36, N . 37 and N. 41 and the Aucissa-type fibula N. 27 mentioned before. The high 
percentages of these trace elements are similar to those identified in local Iron Age bronzes 
(Drovenik 1 987; Trampuz Ore11996; Trampuz Orel & Heath 1 998; Trampuz Orel, et al. 1998; 
Giumlia-Mair 1998 c and d). The data we possess up to now are not sufficient for the 
identification of the mines exploited in the Iron Age, and the provenancing of the metals used 
in Roman times would be a hopeless undertaking, because of the many possibilities and the 
use of scrap meta!. However in this particular case the trace elements of these fibulae , 
especially the high silver, Iead, and cobalt, could indicate local production and the continued 
exp1oitation of local ores. 

It is interesting to note that the crossbow fibulae are made of heavily leaded quaternary alloys 
with relatively low tin (for example N. 41 , inv. 3961,4.94% Sn and 2.85 % Zn) , while the 
fibulae ofthe sametype from Kempten, analysed by Riederer (1993, p. 47) and the fibulae from 
Britain analysed by Bayley (1990) tend tobe mainly ofleaded bronze. TheAucissa-type fibulae 
compare weil with those analysed by Bayley (1990) and with those from Kempten analysed 
by Riederer (1993), which arealso straight brasses without any tin or Iead additions. 

From a metallurgical point of view the most interesting piece among the objects analysed is 
a rather ]arge Noric-Pannonian (orAlmgren type) fibula (N. 29-30, Inv. S 1508) with a shiny 
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silvery surface. The piecewas previously published in Arheoloski Vestnik (Giumlia-Mair 
1998a), but deserves tobe mentioned again in this paper, because of its significance in the study 
of ancient metallurgy. The meta! turnings of the sample had a golden colour and it was 
immediately clear that this was not a silver object. The analysis revealed two unusual alloys: 
the one employed for the pin contains 49.4% Cu, 2.63% Sn, 0.04% Zn, 0.77% Pb, 0.03% Ni, 
0.13% Fe, 35.1 % Ag, 0.8% Sb, 0.5 % As. Cobalt, bismuth and cadmium were not detected. The 
alloy employed for the body of the fibula contains: 40.1% Cu, 1.79% Sn, 0.19% Zn, 0.65% 
Pb, 0.03% Ni, 0.25% Fe, 37.3% Ag, 1.2% Sb e 3.83% As. The alloy of the pin seems at first 
sight to indicate that the silver had been debased by deluting it with some bronze, but the 
composition of the body reveals the fibula as the work of an extremely able metalworker, 
somebody who knew how to prepare alchemistic alloys. Among the many alchemistic texts 
- fragments and whole treatises - which have been handed down to posterity, the Stockholm 
and the Leyden papyri are of great importance because of their clear and understandable 
language. The language of alchemistic treatises is normally rather obscure and of difficult 
interpretation , but these texts belong to a kind of workshop manual , written as simple short 
notes for somebody who already knew the processes and needed only to refresh his memory 
with a few details. They have been written in Greek by Egyptian artisans in the 3rd or 4th c. 
AD and Iist many different recipes. There are instructions for dyeing metals, for producing 
debased gold and silver, for cleaning and polishing different alloys, but there arealso 
descriptions of quality tests for precious metals and of different ways for imitating precious 
stones and even for adulterating purple for dyeing textiles. There arealso several recipes which 
describe alloys for the imitation of silver, containing variable amounts of silver, tin and "white 
copper" (for example Leid. 4 ; 39; Holm. 3; 4.) . One of the recipes (Leid. 22) , with the title 
-:iieeou eayeuoeo, the Medieval dealbatio aeris- explains how "to make white copper, the one 
which is mixed with asem (silver of unknown purity) and is irreproachable (sie!)" . 2 drachmas 
of "rotten sandaraca of the colour of iron" aretobe added to each mina of molten Cyprian 
copper (pure copper) . Also 5 drachmas of lamellar stypteria are mentioned in the recipe. In 
alchemistic texts, but also in Pliny 's Naturalis Historia (PI., NH, 34, 176; 177; 178; 35, 30; 
39; 40; 177.) sandaraca is the name of real gar (arsenic sulphideAsS), a red crystalline mineral, 
which exposed to sunlight "goes rotten", becoming dark and earthy and is found in association 
with yellow orpiment (As

2
S

3
) and with stibnite, a grey antimony mineral. 

The substance 6öö0öc;fißa o.:.e6öP, lamellar stypteria, has been interpreted in this case as white 
arsenic (Asp) (Halleux 1981 , 172), but in antiquity this term has been used for different 
substances and the interpretation is not the samein all contexts. In this particular one the most 
probable interpretation seems to be hydrated ferric sulphate, a corrosive substance found for 
example in mine waters, which was used by alchemists for surface treatments of different 
alloys. It could have been used in this case to remove the copper from the surface layer to make 
the fibula Iook like real silver. After this depletion treatment the surface looked rather porous 
and had tobe consolidated by burnishing. The appearance of the fibula from Emona, with the 
very shiny and bright silvery surface and the much more yellowish meta! inside suggests that 
the manufacturing process has been carried out exactly in this way, by preferencially removing 
the copper from the surface layer. The antimony came probably into the alloy as stibnite 
together with the arsenic mineral aml is the reason why the recipe specifies that "rotten 
sandaraca of the colour of iron" ( 6avääfiÜ-c-c;o ö'liJ 6aöfiao ö'liJ oeäc;fiereoyüc;o), should be used: 
the colour of iron was most probably due to the presence of stibnite in the mixed mineral. 
Arsenic and antimony are not present in the alloy used for the spring and the pin, as their 
presence would have hindered the finishing by hammering. Already very small amounts ofboth 
elements greatly increase the hardness of the copper alloy and makes it fragile. However 
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arsenic also gives a silvery appearance to the object, because of the phenomenon of inverse 
segregation (Meeks 1993, 267-261) and this is the reason why it was added to the alloy of the 
fibula body. The artisan who produced these alloys knew his craft very weil and, if he was not 
an alchemist, at least he knew several a1chemistic recipes and techniques . To my knowlwdge 
this is the firsttimethat one of this kind of recipes for alchemistic alloys from the Leyden 
and Stockholm papyri has been clearly identified in an object. 

Only two pins have been analysed: one plain example N. 45 (inv.757) is of brass with 16,6% 
of zinc and only 0,66% oftin and 0,16% oflead. The pin N. 46 (inv.2018), which is decorated 
with a 1ittle duck is of bronze with 10,54% of tin and only very low traces of other e1ements. 
The alloys employed for both pins are suitable tobe wrought. 

Several small bracelets of copper-based alloys were also available for analysis and show a 
composition pattern similar tothat of the fibulae. N. 47 is of unalloyed copper and contains 
trace elements similar to those found in the Bronze and Iron Age finds from this area (Drovenik 
1987; Trampuz Orell996; Trampuz Orel & Heath 1998; Trampuz Orel, Heath, Hudnik 1998; 
Giumlia Mair 1998 c). N. 48 (inv.l852) isasimple penannular armlet with incised decoration, 
dated to the l.st c. AD. The alloy contains 9.24% Sn with only slight traces of zinc and Iead 
and could easily be shaped by hammering. N. 49 (inv.l984) is a similar penannular armlet with 
snake-head ends, but the material is a heavily leaded quaternary alloy for castings with 6.04% 
Sn, 2.42% Zn and 8.24% Pb, which could only be polished and perhaps bent into shape by 
annealing. This kind of alloy is rather fragile and cannot be easi1y worked by hammering 
without being often annealed. One of the snake heads has broken off, perhaps because of the 
Iead Segregation, which weakens the meta! and makes it susceptible to break in areas submitted 
to strain. N. 50 (inv.4739) is a thin wrought and polished armlet with decorated animal head
ends. The alloy contains 2,12% Sn and 1.31 % Pb and could be cast and shaped by hammering. 
The animal heads arecold worked and the eyes punched. N. 51-52 (inv. G 3673) is a small 
bracelet with 1ion-head ends and has been made with two different alloys: the ring is of brass 
(9.63% Sn) with only 0.80% Pb and has been wrought and polished. The lion-heads have been 
separately cast on the ring and are of a heavily 1eaded brass with 8,79% Zn and the addition 
of 8,62% Pb to facilitate the casting. They have only been cleaned and s1ightly polished to free 
them of the casting-skin. 

Up to now we do not posses many data on small Roman decorative items. In particu1ar, the 
data on the wide and complex topic of the fibulae arenot sufficient for a statistical evaluation 
of the possib1e correlations between shape, material and date. Fora serious statistical study 
many more analyses of material from different provinces would be necessary. 

Horse-trappings 

Several pieces belanging to horse-trappings have also been analysed. All except one are of 
brass, with an average of 15% of zinc (range 12.39- 17.3% Zn), around 2% oftin andin some 
cases 1 - 3 % of Iead. 

N. 53 (inv. ll06) is a leaf shaped pendant of sheet containing 2,69% Sn and 13.85% Zn. As it 
had tobe extensively hammered it contains only traces of Iead (0.32% Pb). The decorative 
points have been thinned and bent by hammering. Its suspension ring is of a similar ternary 
alloy containing 4.50% Sn and 17.3% Zn, but has been only crudely worked. As is often the 
case with small functional parts, the suspensionring has been made with a less carefully refined 
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Fig. 7: Trefoil-shaped pendant from horse-trapping. 55, Inv. N.ST 149. ca. 7.3 x 6 cm. Brass 
with no detectable Iead, hammered and decorated with incised concentric lines, cold worked. 
(Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 

copper than the one used for the pendant. A similar pendant N . 55 (inv. ST 149) is trefoil
shaped and decorated with cold worked inci sed concentric lines. The material is brass 
containing 16.3% Zn and no noticeable tin or Iead. The trefoil has been thinned by hammering 
and the decorated hook, which had tobe inserted in the suspension, has been beaten into shape 
and annealed. 

The leaf-pendant N. 58 (inv. 17 J 2A) belonged perhaps to a similar horse-trapping and had the 
same decorative function as the previous pieces, but the material is different: the alloy contains 
2.31 % Sn , J .44% Pb and only traces of zinc (0.037 % Zn). The leaf has been extensively 
hammered, the hook bent into shape and the incised ornamentallines have been added by cold 
working. The low Iead content does not hinder the thinning out by hammering and facilitates 
the previou s casting of the rough piece. The pendantwas origina!Jy tinned to give the 
impression of silver. 

Among the analysed pieces there was also a stirrup (N. 56, inv. 2064) made of a quaternary 
alloy containing 1,45% Sn, 12.39% Zn and 3.23% Pb. Its button has been made of the same 
alloy, which cou.ld be easily cast and, with some annealing, finished by hammering. 

The military trapp ings analysed by Craddock & Lambert (1985) were mostly ofbrass or leaded 
brass with 18 to 23 % of zinc and no tin , but a smaller group had lower zinc percentages and 
contained also small amounts of tin, suggesting that they were made by mixing brass (with 
a zinc content of20%) with scrap. Percentages between 18% and 28% ofzinc and around 0.5 % 
of iron are typical for freshly produced brass . The procedure was very simple: calcined zinc 
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ore (smithsonite or sphalerite) was mixed with small pieces of copper and heated in a sealed 
crucible at around 1000° C. At this temperature the zinc vapourizes and dissolves into the 
copper, forming a brass, which only occasionally reaches percentages of around 30% of zinc. 
At the end ofthe process the brass had tobe melted downtobe homogenized (Craddock 1978). 
Each time brass is melted down it is likely to loose up to 10% ofzinc (Caley 1964). It has been 
conjectured (Craddock & Lamhert 19R5 ; .Tackson & Craddock 1995) that, if the hrass 
production was a state monopoly- as only military trappings and coinage were offreshly made 
brass with a high zinc percentage between 20 and 28 %Zn-these objects might have been the 
only source of brass for the civilians in the different regions of the Empire (cfr. histogram N 2). 
This could mean that horse trappings with a different composition, i.e. with distinctively less 
than 20% of zinc and with noticeable amounts of tin in the alloy, might indicate local civilian 
production . However much more analyses and stylistic comparisons of weil dated horse
trappings would be necessary to confirm this theory. 
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Hist. NQ2: Overall Zn content of the copper-based finds from Emona. About 50% of the 
analysed group contained noticeable Zn. The histogram allows to distinguish a group of objects 
with low tin content, probably resulting from random mixing of scrap meta I. The second peak 
shows objects made of brass diluted with copper (brass) or with bronze (quaternary alloys). 
Objects containing more than 15% of zinc acquired a golden colour. 

Casket or furniture fittings 

Some elementsbelanging tosmall caskets or furniture, found in different areas of the town 
(cfr. Sivec 1995) have been analysed. They are all of brass with a zinc range between 11.44 
and 16.86% Zn. A copper alloy with 15-20% of zinc has a golden colour, very similar tothat 
of gold. The intention of the craftsmen was probably to give the impression that the fittings 
were made of gold or were gilt (cfr. histogram N. 4). 

The object N . 70 (inv.252) is a small handle, which probably belonged to a casket and is made 
of a brass with 16.86% Zn, 0.24% Sn and 0.17% Pb. The piece has been wrought and therefore 
does not contain any Iead. The trace elements are noticeably high (0.4% Fe, 1.29% Ag, 0.1% 
Sb and 0.7% As) suggesting that the copper employed for this little object had been on1y 
summarily purified. The small handle N. 73 (inv. 1853A) is very similar to the previous one 
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and is also of wrought brass with a similar zinc content (15.92% Zn) , but in this case a small 
amount of Iead was present in the copper (1.14% Pb) or has been added to the alloy to make 
the meta! more fluid in mo1ten state. 

Brass (with 11.44% Zn, 0.73 % Sn and 0.30% Pb) has been also used for the small hingeN. 
68 (inv. F 1 062), but in this case the copper has been carefully purified because the alloy had 
tobe extensively worked for producing a thin sheet. One of the rivets (N. 69), which held the 
hinge in place, has been analysed and resulted tobe of unalloyed copper. The trace elements 
suggest that the same batch of copper has been emp1oyed for the hinge and for the rivet and 
that the purified copper has been added to a previously prepared brass to obtain an alloy with 
11.44% of zinc. 

The bad conditions of an ornamental square sheet (inv. M 1733) with concentric lines did not 
allow the sampling of the piece. Sheet meta! objects are in general in worse conditions than 
castings, because the flattened crystals are more prone to be attacked by corrosion on the slip 
lines . In this case only the sheets which fixed the rivets on the back and the rivets themselves 
were in good conditions and have been sampled. Both are of copper with some Iead (N. 59 
with 1.17% Pb and N. 76 with 4.04% Pb). The Iead percentages arenot functional for the use 
to which the alloy has been employed: Iead forms little globules in the copper, which render 
the alloy brittle and not suitable to hammering. However, these parts were only minor elements 
of the object and for them the smith took whatever bits of meta] he had available in his 
workshop. 

The analyses of fittings from Bavaria have shown that araund 30% of the objects contained 
noticeable amounts of zinc (Riederer & Briese 1972). The few finds analysed here seem to 
denote an analogaus usage of brass for this type of objects. 

Three rings with chains have been sampled for analysis. Theseare a Jocal form of casket fitting 
and were employed as hinges and perhaps also as handles on the Iid of wooden caskets in the 
manner known from the necropolis of Wederath-Belginum (Dewald & Eiden 1991). The 
decorative chains were symmetrically fixed on the wood by means of the clasps at their ends, 
held the casket Iid in place and allowed at the sametime the opening and closing of the Iid. 
This particular method of fastening casket Iids is typical for the area of Emona, but several ones 
with somewhat similar rings have been encountered elsewhere in different regions of the 
Empire (Brulet 1972, Fig. 39-40; Patsch 1926, Abb. 33). However apparently no analyses have 
been carried out on these examples and it is not possible to draw a comparison. The five chains, 
which pertain to N. 61-63 (inv. G 2906) are made of simple bent rings linked tagether by 
introducing every new ring into the two loops formed by the previous ones bent like a folded 
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8 (simple loop-in-loop chain). All elements of the object- ring, chains and attachments- are 
of bronze with 7-8% of tin and only traces of zinc and Iead (see drawing N la and 1 b). 

The four chains of N. 64-66 (inv. G 4566) are a fine example of a double loop-in-loop chain 
with very regularly worked links. As it was very common in Roman times the wire was bent 
to produce an oval shape and form two loops as in the simple loop-in-loop technique. In the 
case of the double loop-in-loop chain every new link is introduced into the four loops formed 
by the last 2 links (see drawing N. lb). Also in the case of this object, the ring, the chains and 
the attachments were of bronze with around 8% of tin. This alloy can easily be reduced to a 
thin sheet, is elastic and strong. 

The elements ofthe three chains belonging to the ring N. 67 (lnv. 814) are linked to each other 
by the simple loop-in-loop technique. Two of the chains are broken and all attachments are 
missing. In this case, because of corrosion problems, only the ring has been sampled and it 
resulted tobe of bronze with 7.21% of tin . Apparently for these objects a "Standard" bronze 
with 7-8% of tin was regularly used. 

It is interesting to note that the meta) employed for the fittings ofthe certainly locally produced 
caskets was bronze, while the remaining casket fittings were all made of brass . The number 
of the analysed pieces is not sufficient to ascertain if the meta) was just choosen by following 
the fashion and ifthere are differences in time. It is possible that the caskets with brass fittings 
were imported or perhaps that for the Jocal caskets only bronze fittings were traditionally used. 
There is no metallurgical reason for this, as brass can be employed for the production of similar 
chains without any problem. We would need a I arger number of analyses to find an answer to 
this question. 
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Rist. N23: The histogram shows the very irregular Sn, Zn and Pb content of the belt fittings 
from Emona with elements of pure copper, leaded copper, bronze, leaded bronze, brass, leaded 
brass and quaternary alloys. The material is extremely heterogeneaus and the elements 
belonging to the same piece often had different colours, but the alloys employed were always 
functional to the working technique and to the use of the piece, except in the case of one cutlier 
with 20% of tin, probably resulting from a mistake of the smith. A further outlier has a zinc 
content of 20%, apparently for this sheet meta! piece freshly produced brass, mixed with a 
small amount of bronze was employed. Both outlier are not considered in the histogram. 
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Belt fittings and buckles 

During excavation several pieces of belt fittings - plates, buckles, pins and other elements -
have been found. They all have different shapes and sizes and are composite objects. Their 
elements have been found tobe made of different alloys, depending on the technique required 
for each single piece (cfr. hi stogram N. 3).Therefore most of them deservetobe discussed in 
detail. 

Fig. 8: Noric-Pannonian belt ftt ing. 74, lnv. N. 1 139. Ist half ofthe Ist c. AD. Very thin casting 
with some corrosion. Regular decorative incisions, carried out on the wax model. Holes for 
rivets. L.: I 0.4 cm. (Photo Mestni Muzej Ljubljana) 

Fig. 9: Belt fitting. 85-87, Inv. N. 3747.4.5 x 3.8 cm. Sheet made oflow tin bronze, hammered, 
electrolitically stripped. Buckle of leaded brass with low zinc content. River of low tinbronze 
without any Iead. (Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 
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The finely worked Noric-Pannonian belt fitting N. 74 (inv. 1139) consists of two elements 
connected by a thin rod with a hinge-like function. The material is copper with only 1.49% of 
Iead, added to the meta! to facilitate the thin casting and the perfect reproduction of the very 
regular and thin grooves incised on the wax model. The ho1es for the rivets seem to have been 
drilled. 

The plate ofthe belt fitting N. 75-77 (inv.3747), which has been electrolitically stripped shows 
a coppery red colour and is made of an alloy containing 1.59% of tin, virtually no zinc and 
2.84% of Iead. The sheet had probably tobe repeatedly annealed tobe thinned and bentaround 
the buckle. The buckle is made of a quaternary alloy with 2.16% of tin, 8.49% of zinc and 
6.18% of Iead and has a darker colour, while the rivet is of simple unalloyed copper. 

All three elements of the belt fitting N. 78-80 (inv. G 4697) are made of different bronze alloys. 
The plate contains 3.5% of tin and 1.67% of Iead, the buckle 7.17% of tin, 0,20% of zinc and 
4.85 % of Iead and the rivet 2.22% of tin , 0.07 % of zinc and 2% of Iead. 

N. 81-83 (i nv. 3470) is the largest of the sampled belt fitti ngs and consists of three different 
parts: the thin plate in which the buckle has been inserted, the buckle and a heavy plate, which 
has been rivetted to the first one. A !arge rivet on the second plate has also been analysed to 

investigate the whole range of alloys, which has been used for this object. The plate N. 81 is 
made of a thin bronze sheet, con taining 8.33 % of tin and only traces of zinc and Iead. The 
bronze has been heavily worked to reduce the thickness ofthe original casting, bent and folded 
to accomodate the buckle, decorated with punched dots and incised lines and than fixed on the 
other plate with two !arge rivets. The alloy is perfectly suited to the working technique. The 
buckle is cast in a quaternary alloy containing 4.36% oftin, 2.02% of zinc and 10.1 % of Iead 
and therefore very different from the alloy employed for the plate. The high Iead content lowers 
the mdting point of the alloy, increases thc fluidity and improves the castability. The low tin 
content improves the resistence to corros ion and the malleability. The zinc improves both the 
ductility and the hardness and desoxidises the alloy. The !arge rivet on the belt fitting is made 
of unalloyed copper with only 0.32% of tin , 0.1 % of zinc and 0.28% of Iead, while the heavy 
plate N. 84, which too belongs to the belt fitting inv. 3470 is made of exactly the same heavily 
1eaded alloy employed for the buckle. Both parts have been only cast and polished and had not 
tobe hammered. The decorative incised lines have been added by cold working with some sort 
of chisel. 

The belt fitting N. 88-90 (inv. l 839) has a thick plate of bronze with 8.54% of tin and 4.44% 
of Iead and had tobe often annealed tobe fitted around the buckle. The buckle itself has been 
only cast and polished and is of a peculiar quaternary alloy with a very high tin content of 
20.22% Sn, 5.98% of zi nc and 8.89% of Iead. It gives the impression that by preparing the alloy 
some sort of mistake occurred and the craftsman added the tin twice, or added tin instead of 
more Iead. The rivet is of a coppery colour and was found tobe of a bronze containing 2.24% 
of tin and only traces of zinc and Iead. 

The composite object N. 91-93 (inv. 472 A) also consists of a plate ofthin sheet with 2.89% 
of tin and 20% of zinc. This alloy seems tobe freshly made brass with only a little addition 
of tin and no Iead and has been chosen because of the extensive hammering that had tobe 
carried out to reduce the thickness of the original casting. The buckle is cast and made of a 
quaternary alloy with 4.2% of tin, 11.37% of zinc and 1.27% of Iead, which has been cold 
worked, drilled and polished and probably showed a go lden colour. 

As the discussion of the single pieces has shown , the belt fittings were carefully worked in all 
their parts. The right alloy for each partwas carefully chosen, depending upon the technique 
required by the shape of the single elements and not depending upon aesthetic criteria, such 
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as the colour of the meta!. It does not seem that the craftsman worried about the colour of the 
alloy they employed, as has been illustrated by some examples discussed before (N. 78-80 inv. 
G 4697, N. 88-90 inv. 1839 and N. 9 J -93 inv. 472A) by which the parts belonging to the same 
object must have had different colour nuances , because of the different percentages of the 
alloying elements present in the meta!. The functionality and robustness of the objects was 
more important than their aspect, although in some cases they have been finely polished and 
decorated by chasing end punching and can be considered personal decorative objects 
(however one or two, could have been part of horse trappings). 

The small amphora-shaped object N. 94 (inv. 425) is made of bronze with a low tin content 
(1.88% Sn) and is very heavily leaded (10.7% Pb) for such a small object.The amount of Iead 
in ancient castings increases with the size of the object, i.e. small objects tend in general to 
contain lower percentages of Iead than ]arge objects. The reason for the use of a high amount 
of Iead can be the cheapness of the object, because Iead, being the cheapest meta! available 
was used as an additive to contain the price of the meta!. However, as Iead acts as an internal 
lubricant, another purpose of the high Iead content could be to make the object easier to be 
worked by drilling, cutting, incising and punching. This small item was certainly not 
particularly valuable or expensive, but it has been carefully polished and decorated by drilling, 
incising and punching. The two reasons discussed above for the use of higher amounts of Iead 
than usual in the alloy of the piece are both valid in this case. 

Instrumenta 

A fairly !arge section of the objects analysed included utilitarian items and tools. 

All keys (N.N. 108; 110; 111 ; 116) are of heavily leaded quaternary alloys with a tin range 
between 4.89 and 7.42% Sn, zinc percentages between 3.04 and 4.34% Zn and Iead percentages 
between 7.78 and 11.11% Pb. 

Fig. 10: Two keyes. I 10, lnv. N. 1986 and 111, Inv. N. 5917. ca. 5,5 cm. Finegreen patina, 
quaternary alloy, heavy casting. Polished (Photo Mestni Muzej Ljubljana) 
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One lock available for sampling (N. 115, inv. 1897 A) was broken in many piecesandin bad 
condition. The analysis of the metal has shown that it was made of bronze containing 8.84 % 
of tin and only slight traces of zinc and Iead. 

The square I adle N. 107 (inv. G 4771) is a very crude casting made of a quaternary alloy with 
4,77% of tin , 7.72% of zinc and 2.73% of Iead. The handleis missing and the object is not 
carefully worked. 

The small bell N. 102 (inv. 2503) is one of the objects with the highest tin content. The bronze 
contains 18.5% of tin and 3.3% of Iead to facilitate the thick casting in one piece. The 

Fig.ll: Bell. 103, 1699 A.H.: 6.9 cm. Very thin casting, bronze with some Iead. The high Sn 
content improves the sound of the bell. Lead was added to facilitate the casting. Cfr. also N. 
102. (Photo A. Giumlia-Mair) 

suspension ring has a hexagonal shape and the bell shows an almost square section with four 
decorative points and a thicker band around the middle . The high tin content renders the alloy 
very hard and fragile, but noticeably improves the sound of the bell. 

The bell N. 103 (inv. 1819A) has an elongated and slightly flaring shape. Similar bells have 
been found all over the Romanempire (cfr. for example Hübener, 1973,40-41, PI. 9, I , 2.) and 
seem to have been the most common type. This example is a thin casting, which regrettably 
has been attacked by corrosion, as the low total and the high iron content indicate. The origi
nal composition ofthe alloy was probably more similar tothat ofthe bell N. 102, as bells were 
cast with alloys containing higher tin amounts to obtain a more pleasant sound as early as the 
Iron Age (Giumlia-Mair 1992). 

The object with the highest tin content is the mirror N. 96 (inv. G 2394) with 20.6% oftin and 
5.97% of Iead. This composition compares weil with that of the Roman mirrors analysed by 
Panseri and Leoni ( 1957), by Craddock ( 1986) and by McDonnel et al. (1996) . Detailed studies 
on mirrors have been recently carried out by Meeks and have shown that mirrors with this sort 
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Fig. 12: Mirror. 96, Jnv. N. G 2394. L.: 20.5 cm; W. : 1 1.5 cm. Broken in several pieces. Cast 
disc. This composition gives a fragile , but very retlecting alloy. The decorative concentric lines 
on the back and on the rim of the retlecting side were produced on a lathe after polishing. The 
mirror handle is a heavily leaded bronze casting. The surface was tinned to achieve a colour 
similar tothat of the mirror disc . (Photo Mestni Muzej Ljubljana) 

of composition, i.e. with a high tin and a moderate Iead content, form the (alpha + delta) 
euctectoid phase in the alloy, which is silvery in colour, very hard and brittle and possesses 
good retlecting properties. The (alpha + delta) eutectoid forms easily only with tin contents 
over 20% (Meeks, 1 993; 1995), whi1e a too high tin content renders the bronze extremely 
brittle. This means that alloys for mirrors had tobe carefully prepared in the right proportion. 
The addition of some Iead not only improved the casting, but also facilitated the cutting and 
drilling ofthe meta!. The serration-like decoration around the edge ofthe mirror has been done 
by drilling and would have been very difficult to carry out on the hard and fragile bronze with 
over 20% of tin in the alloy, without the presence of Iead in the metal. Also the Iead content 
had tobe carefully controlled: too much lead would have spoiled the silvery surface because, 
being this elementnot soluble in copper, it would form !arge globules and spread all over the 
surface by the first attempt of polishing. The mirror is broken in several pieces and shows a 
silvery surface, however this was not likely tobe its original appearance. Meeks ' (1993, 264, 
Fig. 21.21; 21.22) studies have shown that the common microstructure left on the surface of 
Roman high-tin mirrors after burial is the corrosion resistant delta compound, while the al
pha compound and the Iead disappear from the structure. The decorative concentric lines on 
the back and on the edge of the retlecting side, as weil as the final polishing, were caJTied out 
on a lathe. 

The handle N. 97 of the mirror inv. G 2394 is the object with by far the highest Iead content 
found in this group of objects. The alloy employed isabronze with 13.04% of tin and 27.4% 
of Iead and is closely related to those of some mirror handles analysed in the British Museum 
(Craddock 1986). This tin percentage represents the borderline between the alpha and the alpha 
+ delta phase in bronzes, but it is not likely that the silvery colour of the handle comes from 
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the formation of this phase in the alloy. The handle could have been tinned, however tinning 
is difficult to distinguish from the phenomenon of inverse segregation (or tin sweat) on the 
surface of cast objects containing 8-15 % of tin as it is the case with this piece. Bronze with 
this composition can form the alpha + delta phase on the surface of the cast object, depending 
on the casting conditions, the gas evolution and on the matrix used. The different structures 
- epsylon and eta compounds in the case of tinned surfaces and the alpha + (alpha + delta) 
compounds in the case of inverse segregation - can be recognized on the microscope, but in 
this case the examination has not been possible. However, it is very likely that the extremely 
high Iead content would have given a greyish colour to the alloy and that the craftsman decided 
torender its colour more similar to that of the mirror by tinning it. 

The object N. I 0 I (inv. P 872) could be part of a scale or was perhaps a hand le belanging to 
a mirror of smaller size, but its surface shows in this case the common green patina. The bronze, 
with 9.19% oftin and 6.29 % of Iead has the composition one would expect for a Roman mirror 
handle, but the upper part of the object has not been found. 

The mirror case N. 98 (inv. G 2140) has a silvery sutface and is decorated with concentric lines. 
The alloy employed is leaded bronze with 7.73 % of tin and 4.73% of Iead. The mirror case 
has been cast, polished and decorated on the lathe and finally tinned, to make it Iook like silver 
and assume an appearance and a colour as similar as possible tothat of the mirror it contained. 

The box-like mirror case N. 99-100 (inv. G 4506 A PPC 23) shows a similar decoration with 
concentric lines and a si lvery surface and has been produced by the same technique described 
for the mirror case inv. G 2140. Surprisingly however, the two parts of the case do not have 
the same composition, although they fit perfectly together: one contains 8.43% of tin and 
7.47% of Iead , while the other has 11.18% of tin and I 0.4% of Iead. The trace elements are 
different too . Either one half of the case was lost or broken at some point and was replaced by 
a new one expressly made with the same decoration to match the old one, or, more simply, the 
smith used different batches of bronze to cast the two halves of the mirror case. The slightly 
different colour was hidden by the layer of tinning. 

Miscellaneous objects 

Among the objects there were also two spoons (N. 120 and 121) made of different silver alloys, 
which were published elsewhere (Giumlia-Mair l998a), and two objects for medical usage. 
The small spoon N. 119 (inv. 1907 A) is ofbrass with 14.28% ofzinc and contains only traces 
oflead, because it had tobe wrought. The surgical instrument N. J 05 (inv. G 2023) with a drop
like point and a very small elongated spoon at the other end has also been wrought and is made 
of bronze with 6.82% of tin. 

The strigilis N. 96 (inv. G 1183) is a casting made of a quaternary alloy with 4.51 % of tin , 
10.2% of zinc and 4.35 % of Iead. The thin grooves of the decoration have been reproduced 
in meta! from the wax model, the surface has been carefully polished and the handle incised 
and inlaid with a delicate pattern resembling thin leaves growing from a stalk. The material 
of the inlays has a black-purplish colour and after the first examination was interpreted 
(Giuml ia-Mair J 996a) as possible Corinthian bron ze, the copper based alloy with small 
amounts of gold and silver, that after a chemical treatment, becomes of a black, purple or bluish 
colour, depending on the amount of gold in the alloy and on the compounds in solution in the 
chemical bath (Giumlia-Mair & Craddock 1993; Craddock & Giumlia-Mair 1993; Giumlia-
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Mair 1993; Giumlia-Mair 1996 b; Giumlia-Mair & Riederer 1998). The sampling ofthe inlays 
would have damaged the object and no chemical investigation was attempted . A later 
examination with optica1 instruments and different magnifications has shown that the inlays 
are most probably made of silver, covered now by a naturallayer of acanthite (silver sulphide). 

The bulla N. 104 (inv. G 3062) was the common ornament ofEtruscan origin warn as an 
aooofiüoaeov by all free born children until they stopped wearing the praetexta or until 
marriage. Bullae had different shapes: round, heart-shaped or crescent-shaped, and were made 
of different metals. This example is a cheap version, summarily finished and of almost 
unalloyed copper with only 0.74% of tin. The visible casting fau1ts are a consequence of the 
use of cheap meta!. The suspension ring was made of a piece of iron wire, now corroded. 

The tiny dolphin N. 109 (inv. M14) belonged almost certainly to a small vessel as a lid
decoration. The alloy is bronze with 5.14% of tin and 2.38% of Iead and compares weil with 
the alloys employed for other small vessels previous1y discussed. 

The two very minor pieces N. 112 (inv. 3115) and N. 113 (inv. M 1719), two !arge studs or 
bosses of conical shape still contain some corroded iron and were both made of a quaternary 
alloy, which can be defined as the "Standard" alloy in Roman tim es. N. 1 I 2 contains 2.40 % 
oftin, 9.63 % ofzinc and 6.68 % oflead, while N. I 13 contains 2.91 % oftin, 3.71 % ofzinc 
and 5.13 % of 1ead. Quaternary alloys with 1ow tin, zinc and 1ead contents were wide1y used 
because oftheir properties: they could be easi1y cast or hammered, if duly annealed, they were 
corrosion resistant, hard, elastic and rather cheap and therefore suitable for many purposes. 

A 1arge ring (N. 117, inv. 1853 A) and a small ring (N. 118, inv. 1908 A) have also been 
analysed . Both contain around 15 % of zinc, but the 1arger one is of Jeaded brass with 3.66 
% of Iead, while the small one is unleaded. Their alloys and the size suggest that they belonged 
to furniture pieces or were parts of horse trappings. 

Conclusions 

The analysis of the Roman copper-based finds from Emona has added some tesserae to the 
still very incomplete mosaic of Roman metallurgy. 

Around 50% of the samples contained noticeable amounts of zinc (cfr. histogram N. 2) , but 
on1y 25% ofthe objects can be considered real brasses with over 10 % ofzinc in the alloy. On1y 
10% arepure brasses without any tin addition. This compares weil with the suggestion by 
Craddock (1978) and the results ofBayley 's analyses of objects from Roman Britain (1990), 
that one third ofthe Romancopper alloy objects were of alloys containing zinc. The differences 
are mainly due to the fact that many of the sampled objects of Emona were small decorative 
items, and 70% ofthe Roman objects ofthistype analysed up to now elsewhere, were ofbrass 
or 1eaded brass. However Bayley's studies have shown, that there are sharp chronological and 
regional variations, which should be further investigated (Bay1ey 1990). 

Around 25 % of the samples turned outtobe quaternary alloys, containing tin , zinc and Iead 
in different amounts , depending on the size and the quality of the objects and on the technique 
emp1oyed (cfr. histogram N. 4). Wrought pieces mostly contain less than I% of Iead in the alloy 
( cfr. histograms N. 5 and 6). All cast pieces ( with the one exception of the statuette of Belenus 
N. 20 inv.2087) contain several per cent of 1ead. The Iead percentage is directly proportional 
to the size of the objects. 
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Hist. N24: The diagram shows the distribution ofthe copper-based alloys in Emona in the time 
between the second half of the Ist c-BC and the 5th c-AD. As the discovery of the objects is 
random and accidental and the choice limited, the finds do not reflect the real relationship 
between time and alloys, nevertheless they give a good idea of how the proportion might have 
been . 
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Hist. N25: Lead content of the hammered and wrought objects from Emona. The meta! was 
mostly accurately refined and very little or no Iead was added. The objects with a Iead content 
under 0.1% are sheet metalwork, thin chains of wire or the hammered part of luxury items, such 
as the silver inlaid strainer. 
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Hist. Nq6: Overalllead content of cast objects from Emona. The percentages are very iiTegular. 
Larger objects tend to contain more Iead than smaller ones. The item with the highest Iead 
content (over 27 %) is a mirror handle, the other outlier is a small vessel Iid. 

In the case of cast pieces made of quaternary alloys- particularly small decorative objects such 
as fibu lae and pins- tin percentages around 6% in combination with low zinc contents (around 
2% Zn) and extremely variable Iead amounts, seem to have been preferred. Wrought pieces 
of alloys containing both zinc and tin show higher zinc amounts (up to 17% Zn) and only very 
little tin (around 1-2% Sn). 

The analysis ofthe vessels confirmed the tendency estabilished by previous analyses ofRoman 
vessels from different regions . The preferred meta I for vessels was bronze for hammered parts 
and leaded bronze for cast parts. The only exception was the use of brass or leaded brass for 
buckets, bowls and basins. The reason for this choice of alloy is probably the particularly 
golden colour of brasses with 15-20% of zinc in the alloy, which were used for these vessels. 

Leaded bronze was used also for statuettes, as it is the case with Italic and Greek finds , while 
in the North-West of the Empire, araund the Rhine andin Gaul, locally produced statuettes 
were mostly made of brass. 

The composition of small decorati ve objects of personalusage seems tobe rather irregular ( cfr. 
histogram N. l ). Leaded bronze, leaded brass and quaternary alloys were employed for cast 
objects, while wrought pieces contain very little Iead, but show the same variety of alloys. This 
is broadly in line with the Roman fibulae analysed in Germany (Riederer 1993) andin Britain 
(Bayley 1990). 

The data we possess on the composition of fibulae and pins in the different regions of the 
Roman Empireshow different trends, which suggest local variations and changes in time. This 
topic is far to complex and not enough studied yet, to draw conclusions on even the broadest 
tendencies in the territories of the Empire. Much more detailed studies on the fibulae from 
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different regions (such as Bayley ' s study on the British fibulae) , with particular attention to 
local and imported types and to types found all over the Roman territories (such as for example 
the Aucissa or the crossbow fibul ae) would be necessary for a serious discussion on the 
correlations between shapes , composition and regions . 

The examination of the horse trappings from Emona has shown the use of quaternary alloys 
with high zinc contents. Only one of the samples was of bronze with virtually no zinc. As 
previous studies have demonstrated, military trappings were mostly of high zinc brass, as were 
also the dupondii of the coinage reform of Augustus , while other objects contained less zinc 
or were of other alloys. This could indicate a state monopoly of brass production, while horse 
trappings of other alloys might be of local civilian production (as for example N. 1712 a). Also 
in this case more analyses would be desirable to confirm the theory. 

Casket and furniture fittings from Emona have been found tobe of brass, containing 15-20% 
of zinc. The data are comparable to those of fittings found in Raetia. Again, the reason of the 
alloy choice is its go lden colour. However it has to be noted that the locally produced casket 
fittings in form of a ring with chains arenot ofbrass, but made of a bronze of excellent quality. 

The different elements of belt fittings (plates and buckles) were of different alloys , depending 
on the technique required for each single piece and on the functionality of the items (cfr. 
histogram N. 3). 

The choice of alloys for the pieces of clearly local production has shown that the local smiths 
were able to choose the alloy with the characteristics more suitable for each object. The belt 
fittings of different alloys, the finely worked bronze chains of an accurately refined copper with 
7-8% of tin, the simpula with the cup of leaded bronze and the handle of bronze, the bell with 
the high tin content ( 18.5% Sn) to improve the sound or for example the keys of heavily leaded 
quaternary alloys are good instances of the many varieties of alloys known by the smiths. 

Several objects were luxury items of high quality, likely to have been imported. The strainer 
with Egyptian motifs N. 5-6 is finely worked and its details are inlaid with silver. The strigilis 
inv. G 1183 shows a delicate inlaid decoration. The heavy cast " incense pot" is art istically 
scu lpted and inlaid with a reddish copper alloy. The manufacture of the mirror of a high tin 
alloy N. 96-97 ( Inv. G 2394) required particular ski ll as weil as the silvery fibula N. 29-30 (Inv. 
S 1508) madeout of an alchemistic alloy. 

For minor pieces or common objects (for example inv. G 4 771, inv. 3115, inv. M 1719 etc.) 
alloys of lesser quality or unalloyed copper were used . 

Unalloyed copper or copper alloys with very low tin and Iead percentages were al so used for 
what Iooks like "poor people trinkets". The Statuette ofBelenus (or Hercules, cfr. Osmuk 1987) 
N. 20, inv. 2087, the two knots fibula N. 33, inv. 3309 and the bulla N. 104, inv. G 3062 are 
good examples of thi s. The owner of the bulla could not afford a better quality, but was proud 
of being a free born child. 

The Noric influence in the meta! finds is clearly testified by the presence of statuettes of the 
Celtic god Bclenus, the Noric-Pannonian fibulatype and the Noric-Pannonian belt fitting. 
Belenus was the highest deity ofNoricum (Tert. , apol. , 24, 8; ad nat. , 2,8,5.), but in late Roman 
times its cult spread in the whole East-Aipine area.lt is also interesting to note that the typical 
Noric objects do not show any particular refinement in the alloys employed: even the finely 
worked belt fitting is of almostpure copper. This could indicate some difficulty in this area 
in finding an adequate supply of tin . The typicallocal objects (for example N. 35 , 36, 44 ,61-
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63, 64-66, 67) show a much wider variety and moreskill in the choice ofthe alloy and the taste 
for tinning small personal adornments. The group is far too small to draw general conclusions, 
but it should be mentioned that the surface of all fibulae, which were commonly worn on the 
territory and also the one late brooch analysed have been tinned to make them Iook like silver 
objects. This suggests a local tradition for silver (and silver imitation) trinkets belonging to 
the regional costume. 

In this context it is interesting to note that the earlier pendants and bracelets from the Kanal
ski Vrh hoard (Hallstatt B period) are characterized by a silvery grey surface and contain rather 
irregular, but mostly very high , tin percentages and high, but erratic, Iead contents (Trampui 
-Orel 1996, 188, Tab. 9; Heath et al. 2000). 

The high tin content of these small decorative objects cou1d be explained in different ways: 

I) the objects might have had an ingot function as source of tin and the addition of Iead could 
be an attempt to increase the weight by using a cheap additive. 

2) the high tin content could have been used for improving the tinkling and chinking sound 
(cfr. for examp1e the composition of the little bell N. 102) of the pendants and bracelets, when 
worn Iogether with an apotropeic function , 

3) and/or the most important feature of these objects was their silvery colour. 

The irregular composition seems rather to indicate that sound and colour were more important 
than the actual material value as possible source of tin. This is, at the moment, only a 
hypothesis, but the general picture strongly suggests that silvery trinkets belonged in this area 
to an ancient tradition and that the fibulae and brooches N. 35, 36, 44 and 29-30 might be direct 
descendants of the silvery objects from Kanalski Vrh . 

The unfinished "Knie"-type fibula suggests the existence of some metallurgical activity in the 
town, although perhaps limited to the military workshop. The Aucissa examples from Emona, 
as weil as all other Aucissa examples analysed up to now were made ofbrass (Riederer 1993; 
Bayley 1990). The only exception is the one example N. 187 from la Hoya de Santa Ana in 
Spain dated to the second half of the first century (Rovira Llorens 1992, 302). 

It is difficult to distinguish even broad trends in the composition of the objects of certain local 
origin and production, but several are made of unalloyed copper, or of copper alloys with low 
tin, zinc and Iead contents. The zinc percentages suggest that the presence of this element in 
the locally made items is only due to the recycling of scrap. This again seems to indicate that 
at least the local mixed zinc ores (Drovenik 1987) were not exploited in Roman times. Up to 
now no traces of early exploitation of the local copper, zinc and Iead deposits have been found. 

The high trace elements, particularly silver, ofthe fibulae N. 27, 36, 37, 4land 44 recall the 
high trace elements found in the copper-based finds of the Iron Age site of S.Lucia/Most na 
Soci in Slovenia and might indicate a sporadical use of Jocal copper ores. The only other objects 
with similarly high trace elements (in particular silver) are the late Roman vessel N. 17-19 and 
the casket fitting N. 70 inv. 252 ( which could also be of late manufacture) . Roman finds contain 
in genera11ess trace elements than Medieval finds. Apparently different meta! ores have been 
emp1oyed in the different periods. 

A date in Hellenistic time had been suggested for vessel N. 17-19. In this case the analysis has 
shown that a much later datewas correct. The meta! employed for this item is a quaternary alloy 
of a type first found in the 1st c. AD. This fact and stylistic elements allow now the dating of 
the piece to the 4th-5th c. AD (Plesniear in publ. ; Gium lia-Mair in publ.a). 
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Chains: captions for the drawings 

a: The first drawing shows how the simple " loop in loop"chain used for the objects N. 61-63 
(lnv.G2906) and N. 67 (lnv.814) was made. 

1: each link is madeout of a piece of wire, which has been soldered to form a ring . 

2: in this case the rings are squeezed to form an open 8. 

3: the firstlink is put on the second and both are bent to opposite directions. The third link is 
inserted into the two loops of the second link and bent to form two further loops into which 
the next link will be fed through. 

4: the result is a strong and flexible chain.(drawing A.Giumlia-Mair) 

b: The second drawing shows how the double " loop in loop" chain used for N.64-66 (Inv.G 
4566) was made. 

1: the firststage is similar tothat of drawing a. 

2: the rings are pulled to form elongated ovals. 

3: the starting point is the same as in drawing a. 

4: every link is pulled through the four loops of the last two links, forming a dense chain made 
out of two basic chains inside the other and resulting in a distinctive herringhone pattern. 

This chain is less flexible than the simple "loop in loop" chain , but stron ger and more 
decorati ve. 

More complicated and thicker chains could be obtained by following this principle and 
insert ing the loops into morelinks . (drawing A.Giumlia-Mair) 

Abstract 

A choice of Roman copper-based objects from the excavations in the town Emona, now in the 
Mestni Muzej Ljubljana, were sampled and analysed by ICP as explorative study ofthe Roman 
alloys used in this area. The alloys and techniques employed for objects of local production 
are compared with those used for imported objects. Local artisans were clearly skilled in the 
chioce of the most suitable alloys for their production. The copper used for local items shows 
relatively high percentages of trace elements, similar to those identified in earl ier objects from 
this region . This suggests that some of the outcrops of copper ores in use in earlier tim es were 
perhaps still exploited for local supply in the Roman period. Several small personal ornaments 
were tinned and seem to reflect a local tradition for silver- or silvery looking - objects. The 
evo lution in the use of copper alloys is broadly s imilar tothat encountered in general in the 
Roman Empire: bronze desappears and is replaced by brass and quaternary alloys after the first 
c.AD. 

Diluted brass is used for casket- and furniture fittings , while bronze is in use almost only for 
mirrors. Among the analysed items there were also luxury items of high quality and 
technologically interesting pieces. 

Keywords 

copper-based alloys, ICP analysis, bronze, leaded bronze, brass , leaded brass, quaternary 
alloys, mirrors , tinning, trace elements. 
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<!5 Emona - ICP-analysis 

---~ -- r=- - ;;-:-- - - ----- ---,-_--r---7· 
N Obiect lnv. N. Part Cu Sn J:~ =~~ -~c-J:~ =~ Co S~= ~ 

1 vessel 1819A handle _ 75 9 8 24 _Q,~ -~~ __Q..Q_5 _Q,~ _ _Q_,Q? - 0~~ _: 
2 ladle G2021 fQQL _ -~~ _j1J.~-~ -~5 0 02 _Q,Q§ _ _Q_,Q?_ c--=-- _Q,!Jt _Q_, 
3 ladle G116_8_~! ___ f~ _ .1_4 -,-~-J.-1:.<-I- __Q..Q_4 ...Q,!I _ __:_ r--=-- _ll_Ag_ _Q_, 
4 " . " handle __ -~~ .J1_,§_2 _Q,~ -~~ _Q,Q_1 ..Q& - -__ _l)_,_Q!_ _ -
5 stra~ner 2379A sheet __ ~~ _j_Q,_3 _Q,Q!. -\h\l~ __Q..Q_6 0.2 - - - ~7 _Q_, 
6 " '" handle __ __ 86_,2 -- ~4 0 06 3 67 O..Q.5 _Q,53 - - 0 01 : 
7 vessel F1084 I!!!_ ____ -~<-I. ~~2 _Q,j_§_~ __Q..Q_2~~ -- - - O~~ r----; 
8 vessel 5217 ~i!]_!!__ 42 6 4 45 - -~_§_ ~~ _Q,~ ___ -_ c--=-- ~_,_g1. _Q_, 
9 · vessel 7 I!L___ -zt~ _1.1_2 J...'I..A -~1 __Q..Q_8 _Q,98 - - 0~~ ___: 
10 vessel 2020 ~die __ ~~ __Q_&1 ..!..~ _ p.31 0 04 _Q,63 - Oe~~~~ _Q_, 
11 " •· rivet --r--~~ __Q_&5 ~-Ql -~1 __Q_,W _!)_& -J?.~r-Q,_01 0 07 0, 
12 " " l!!!!l.Q.L_ -~~ _Q,_5 _!_M _~_J. ..J!..!1 _Q,~ _ _Q_.Q? o 1 O_,_Q~ _: 
13 vessel F1053 ~i!].!!__r--~<-I. _!Q,_3 _Q,~_2._1l _!N[J _Q,H __ M c-_:_ _ _ _Q,!_ _ I 
14 vessel 5353 I!Q_--:-- -~~ _].1_9 _Q,§ll ,-~_J.~..Q.3 _Q,~ ---=--1--=-- _..:.,."" _Q_, 
15 vessel 4 760 cast Iid __ _ !!!_~ .JI;p _Q,~,-Z41~ __Q,Q7 _Q,~ __ - - ~~ _ 1 
16 vessel 1007 handle __ 83 6 7 68 ~'-~~ ~_,gg. _!)_2 ___ -_1-_:_= _Q.._Q~~· 
17 vessel 5971 _QQ.,<!Y_ _ _ r--~~ ~41- ..!..~ '-~~ __Q_,Ql) _ 02 _ _12 f-Q,_51 0 8 0, 
18 ., ., ~\Q_I'!!__ -~~ ...§.1.3 .1..12 -M~ __Q.J1..3 _Q,~ _ _Q_~ I-Q,_13 o 24 o 
19 " " .!!!Q!!Ql-;--:- -~ _J;..Q_1 ~~ -~~ __Q..Q_3 ~~ _ ....Q.&? r-C4~_ll_28 t--' 
20 Belenus 2087 ~~~r--~4- _1.1_2 _Q,Q!. i-M __Q1!_2 ~~ ,-~ 0 3 -__ _: 
21 Belenus PN830 ~~~- 70 2 9 25 _Q,~ ~ __Q..Q_6 ~!.!. _ __:_ r--=---_.:,.. _-
22 fl . Eros 2480 ~~~-r--~4- _j_h4 _g,~ f--M--1 __Q..Q_2 ...Q,!?" _ _Q_~ 1-- - 0 07 0 
23 Eros w.g. ~Q___ s_!!~*- -~~ -~5 _Q,~ r-~4 __ 2 _Q,!_g_ _ __:_ c--=-- -J!_,_Q1 _: 
24 ram M545 __ ~~~- ~4 ~1 _ - _ ~~ __Q..Q_6 _Q,Q!. ,-J1.~ _ _:__~_,_Q9 _Q 
25 lgoddess 3068 __ s_!!~~- -~4- _J;.&_4 _Q,Q!. r-~~ _ Q,_2 _!)_2 r-~ --=---~~2 _Q, 
26 f1bula AS1502 __ ~!Qrl- --Ji~ __Q~8 ..!..~ r-~~ __Q..Q_6 _Q,~r---=-- - -=-=-J!_,Q3 ___: 
27 ~bula F694 _QQy/ __ _ ZI4- __QM ..!..1_,_g_ r-QJi~ __Q..Q.3 _Q,~ r-..1ll _Q,_~'-022 ___: 
28 f1bula ~_!jl_.?_ ~_y_ __ -~-~ _j..Q_4 -J_M r-~~ __Q..Q_2 _Q,~ r-,...:- _ _:__ !--..:.,.:::- _: 
29 t1~1a s~.5o~_ b~~- 40 1,97 o 19f-M~ __Q..Q.3 ~1-'E,ll _ _:__r--.1,~ _1, 
30 _p.1D_ ____ ~4- _1_,§_3 0 04 o.n __Q..Q_3 __Q,~ r--~ --=--~----~~ --' 
31 fibula J~---: s~~- _ g<-I.- r-J.d.5 ...1~ r-~~ ~41 _ _1 r---=-- --=--r--~~1 _Q 
32 f1bula F1855.!2J _p.1D_ ___ -~~ _ 1.,!_3 J...32 r-~1 __Q..Q_6 _ 1_,1 r---=-- _ _:__ c.JJ_,_Q~ _Q 
33 f1bula __ ~lQ~_ ----,-- _ _]~ __Q.J!.9 _Q,!.!. r-~~ _Q,Q_1 _p~ r---=-- _ _ - - 0 
34 fibula ~..!~- catch-.Q!n_ -~<-I.-c--'11!.6 ~~ r-QJJ~ __Q..Q_4 _Q,~ r---=-- --=-=1--~~~ _Q 
35 fibula __ ~3950_ k]}p.Q__ --!~ ~_,!4 _Q,~ f--~ __Q_,_!_9 _Q,~r--11.? _Q,_~ I--~.....QZ.. 0 
36 fibula 2046 ~~-- -~~ _J)_,_!_1 _L~ r--J.-1:.<-I. __Q..Q_9 _Q,~ r-_Q_2 _Q,_~ I--g..I! 
37 fibula ~§§~_ lQ!!~-- -~& _J)..Q_8 ...1!1l! r-~1 __Q...gi _Q,§l r-~ _ Q,_Q1_r-9..J1 _ 
38 fibula ~,968 lQ!!~-_-- -~~ ~_,14 _Q,~~~ __Q..Q_3 _Q,~ r---=-- _Q,_Q1_ 1--.:,..~___: 
39 fibula M291 ~.!!.!J!l!- -~~ _]_,!6 _Q,~ r-QJI~ __Q..Q_2 _Q,~~- . - - ___: 
40 fibula 583 ~~- -~~ _ M ...1.1.§ r-~~ __Q..Q_3 _Q,~ f--_Q_~ c-Q,_Q1_ 1-~_,_Q5 _Q, 
41 f1bula 3961 ~~-- 651 4 94 .1.~~~l.__9..Q.7 _Q,M~J1.M.~-=--c..Jl~6 ___: 



Emona - ICP-analysis 

N Obiect lnv. N. Part Cu Sn Zn Pb Ni Fe Aq Co Sb As Tot. Wt/mg N 

42 fibula G4757 body 78 5 02 1 38 463 0 04 0 28 - 0 04 0 02 85 11 21 42 
43 fibula 40 bow 86 3 8,5 017 0 35 0 05 0 25 - - 002 - 95 59 20 43 
44 brooch 4/6 0 wire 97 5 0 88 0,16 02 0,13 0 59 025 0 01 0 85 - 100 5 27 44 
45 pin 757 76 5 066 166 016 0 02 0 04 0 04 - 0 07 0 04 9414 98 45 
46 duck pin 2018 752 10 5 0 06 02 0 01 0 24 0 02 - 0 01 0 08 86 32 36 5 46 
47 bracelet G3866 89 2 016 012 0 01 0 05 0 51 011 - 0 21 014 90 51 30 1 47 
48 bracelet G1852 82 3 9 24 0 04 017 0 08 016 - 0 02 0 02 92 08 11 9 48 
49 bracelet 1984 75 5 6 04 242 8 24 0 OS 0 17 0 02 - 0 03 - 92 51 13 9 49 
50 bracelet 4739 76 5 212 0 02 1 31 0 06 0 32 - - 0 01 0 03 80 41 13 50 
51 bracelet G3673 lion-head 63 8 04 8 79 862 0 06 0 37 - - - - 82 03 17 4 51 
52 " " ring 79 2 0 83 963 0 81 0 03 0 21 - 0 03 - 90 75 19 52 
53 horse Ir. 1106 sheet 72 4 269 13 8 0 32 0 03 08 - - 0 02 0 03 90,18 78 53 
54 " " ring 734 4,9 171 05 013 1,5 - - 0 08 - 97 62 1 6 54 
55 horse tr. ST149 I pendant 80 0 87 16 0 06 0 01 046 - - - - 97 4 31 2 55 
56 stirrup 2064 strip 721 1 45 12 4 3 26 0 05 056 - - 0 01 0 03 89 88 13 8 56 
57 " " button 69 9 0 92 11 2 2 87 0 OS 0 54 - - 0 02 0 03 85 56 17 8 57 
58 pendant 1712A 77 4 2 31 0 03 1 44 0 02 0 73 - 0 01 - 81 95 16 58 
59 om. sheet M1733 sheet 691 0 09 0,05 117 0,08 013 - - 0 01 - 70 66 16 2 59 
60 " " rivel 721 0 84 0 05 4 04 0 04 015 - - 0 02 0 02 77 22 136 60 
61 ring G2906 attach. 79 7 7 31 0 36 0 29 0 03 0 21 0 03 - 0 46 019 88 55 15 61 
62 " " chain 90 6 88 0,05 01 0 01 019 0 04 0 03 012 0 03 97 45 85 62 
63 " " ring 79 6 8 66 0,31 016 0,05 09 0 04 0,03 - 0 09 89 85 3 63 
64 ring G4566 chain 82 5 7 92 0 06 0 05 0 03 0 22 0 05 - 0 01 - 90 84 11 8 64 
65 " attach . 83 6 7 78 0 01 0 04 0 01 0 22 0 06 - - 91 73 209 3 65 
66 " " ring 84 8 1 013 0 08 0 01 0 26 - 0 01 0 03 0 01 92 58 57 66 
67 ring 814 chain 92 5 7 21 0,01 0 03 0 01 0 18 0 05 - 0 01 - 99 95 29 8 67 
68 hinge F1062 sheet 87 1 0 73 11 4 03 0 02 0 04 - - - - 99 65 19 8 68 
69 " " rivet 71 0 58 0,27 0 24 0,04 0 07 - - 0 01 - 72 25 37 69 
70 casket f . 252 handle 75 3 024 16 9 017 0 02 04 1 29 - 01 07 95 04 97 70 
71 vessel 292 handle 701 0 69 21 3 02 0 03 1 7 0 02 0 02 0 07 0 02 9419 65 71 
72 " " attach. 74 2 0 58 0 05 02 0 03 0,2 - - 0 06 0 07 75 36 12 72 
73 handle 1853A 64 5 0 75 15 9 1 14 0 15 0 56 - - 0 02 83 07 85 73 
74 belt 1139 686 02 0 04 1 49 0,02 0 27 0 15 0 1 012 70 96 17 5 74 
75 bell fitt. G3718 sheet 76 9 1 59 0,03 2 84 0 04 0 49 - - 0 01 0 02 81 91 13 2 75 
76 " " rivet 82 0 48 048 0 26 021 0 25 - - - 0 04 83 71 57 76 
77 " " buckle 70 8 216 8 49 618 0 07 0 99 - - 0 02 - 88 7 89 77 
78 belt fitt. G4697 sheet 774 35 0 37 167 0 05 0 73 - - 0 06 83 78 3 78 
79 " " buckle 85 4 7 17 02 4 85 0 04 017 - - 0 01 0 01 97 89 23 7 79 
80 " " rivet 92 2 2 22 0 07 2 0 08 0 11 - 0 01 0 02 96 73 9 80 

.... 81 belt fitt . 3470 sheet 76 3 8 33 0 23 0 44 0,02 016 - - 0 04 0 01 85 51 9 81 
82 " " buckle 80,8 4,36 2,02 10,1 0,08 0,65 0,01 - 0,01 0,02 98,09 16,7 82 
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N 

83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 

Object 

" 
belt fitt . 
belt fitt. 

" 
" 

belt fitt. 
" 
" 

belt fitt. 
" 
" 

oendant 
buckle 
mirror 

" 
m. ca5e 
m. ca5e 

" 
mirror 
bell 
bell 
bulla 
5. instr. 
5trioilis 

I SQ . ladle 
lock 
dolphin 
kev 
kev 
b055 
bo55 
5D.handle 
lock 
kev 
I. rina 
5. rina 
5.5poon 
5poon 
5poon 

lnv. N. Part 

" rivet 
3470 olate 
3747 5heet 

" buckle 
" rivet 

1839 5heet 
" buckle 
" rivet 

472 a sheet 
" rivet 
" buckle 

425 
P871 oin 
G2394 mirror 

" handle 
G2140 
G4506 front 

" back 
P872 handle 
2503 
1699A 
G3062 sheet 
G2023 
G1183 
G4771 
F1616 
M14 
1986 
5917 
311C 
M1719 
1878A 
1897A 
1698A 
1851A 
1908A 
1907A 
2015 handle 
2386 handle 

Emona - ICP-analysis 

Cu Sn Zn Pb Ni Fe 

991 0 32 0,1 028 001 0 09 
821 4 23 212 10 8 0 07 06 
82 7 277 0,03 0 77 0 02 0 38 
80 1 014 1,9 273 0 06 0 19 
84 7 1 25 0,48 0 58 0 04 0 25 

75 8 54 02 4,44 0 05 0 42 
621 20 2 598 8 89 0 03 0 28 
776 2,24 0 22 0 74 0 03 0 75 
69 6 2 89 20 0 38 0 03 0 48 
83 3 1 16 10 4 0,12 0 01 0 43 
69 5 42 11 4 6,11 0 27 0 45 
75 2 1 88 0,01 10 7 0,05 0 85 
777 1 71 15,8 1 27 0 05 1 3 
661 206 0,05 5 97 0 03 0 49 

51 13 0,05 27 4 0 02 012 
71 6 7 73 0 05 4 73 0 02 0 03 
55 3 8 43 0,38 7 47 05 0 37 
67 6 11,2 0,12 104 0 03 01 
83 7 919 0 08 6 29 0 07 05 
70 5 18 5 0 08 33 0 03 0 75 
53 8 6 81 0,9 2 79 0 05 1,3 
87 4 0 74 01 01 0 03 0 1 
91 4 6 82 0 05 0 62 0 01 0 32 
711 4 51 10 2 4 35 0 03 0 56 
84 5 4 77 7,27 273 0 04 05 
692 5 61 4,34 9,36 0 03 026 
83 8 514 013 2 38 0 02 0 34 
70 4 5 76 3,04 11 1 0 03 0 22 
701 7 42 3 65 8 52 0 03 0 43 
71 8 24 9 63 668 0 07 0 31 
86 8 2 91 3 71 513 0 06 0 76 
761 6 35 0 06 01 0 02 0 78 
85 3 8 84 0,03 0 06 0 06 03 
73 2 4 89 3,21 7 78 0 05 0 49 
67 2 0 63 14,7 366 0 02 0 24 
70 5 0 54 15 2 0 16 0 05 0 43 

79 0 51 14 3 024 0 01 0 48 
16 3 0,45 0,08 0 55 0 02 015 
2,35 0,15 0,06 0,28 - 0,4 

Aa Co Sb As Tot. Wt/ma N 

- - 0 03 0 03 99 99 11 5 83 
0 01 - - 0 03 99 92 24 8 84 
- - 0 01 0 03 86 7 13 85 
- - - - 85 09 14 3 86 
0 03 - - - 87 28 11 4 87 
- - 0 02 0 07 88 74 72 88 
- - 0 01 0 02 97 5 14 3 89 
- - 0 02 0 02 81 62 67 90 
- - 0 03 0,01 93 39 46 91 
- - 0 05 - 95 49 42 92 
- - 0 01 - 91 91 10 93 
- - 0 02 - 88 74 29 3 94 
0 03 - - - 97 86 12,8 95 
- - 0 01 0 01 93 27 90 96 
012 - 001 - 91 77 19 8 97 
- - 0 02 0 02 84 18 27 8 98 
- - - - 72 45 3 99 
- - 0,04 0 01 89 44 46 100 
- - - 0 01 99 85 31 101 
- - 0,02 - 9318 10 102 
- - 0,04 0 01 65 65 82 103 
- - 0,01 004 88 49 95 104 
- - 0,01 0 03 99 27 12 8 105 
- - 004 0 05 90 81 98 106 
0 01 - 0 02 0 01 99 9 11 107 
- - 0 01 0 04 88 89 16 5 108 
- - - 0 03 91 86 93 109 
- - 0 02 0 03 90 58 15 6 110 
0 01 - 0 02 0 02 9017 14 5 111 
- - 0 01 _0,02 ~9.,96 15 8 112 
0 01 - 0 01 - 99 36 37 9 113 
- - 0,01 001 83 43 10 114 
- - 0 02 0 02 94 64 16 115 
- - 0 03 - 89 68 17 116 ' - - 0 01 0 01 86 46 17 7 117 
- - - 0 01 86 93 14 118 
- 0 04 - 94 58 15 3 119 

65 - - - 82 5 200 120 
99,3 - - - 102,5 16,4 121 


